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Brugada Syndrome and Pregnancy: Delving Into the Role of Sex Hormones in Ion Channelopathies
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Since its initial description in 1992 as a clinical syndrome involving a specific electrocardiogram (ECG) pattern and an increased susceptibility for ventricular arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death (SCD), the Brugada syndrome (BrS) has prompted much research activity aimed at defining the clinical, genetic, and molecular aspects of the disease.\textsuperscript{3} Major advances in genetics have allowed the identification of mutations linked to the syndrome in more than 10 different genes thus far.\textsuperscript{2} Recognized mutations disturb the expression and/or function of different cardiac ion channels that participate in the cardiac action potential, so the syndrome is now included among the so-called channelopathies. The common functional consequence of these mutations, confirmed by experimental models, is thought to be a heterogeneous imbalance between positive outward and inward currents during early phases of repolarization, which can explain both the ST-segment elevation in the ECG and the susceptibility to ventricular arrhythmias through a phase-2 reentry mechanism.\textsuperscript{3} However, important questions concerning the mechanisms and/or clinical manifestations of the BrS remain unanswered. For example, only around 20% to 30% of patients have a positive genetic test,\textsuperscript{2} indicating that the disease-causing mutation or mechanism remains unknown for most of them. Also intriguing is the broad phenotypic expression of the syndrome even for a given mutation, which may range from the absence of symptoms or ECG manifestation to the occurrence of SCD at an early age. This latter observation supports the concept that particularities in intrinsic susceptibility and/or the effect of certain modulators (genetic, molecular, or external) might play a role in the final phenotype of patients with BrS.

In line with this last concept, the difference in clinical expression between men and women with BrS is a well-established observation for which there is no full mechanistic understanding yet. All the main series of BrS concur in reporting a higher symptom and event rate among men than among women with the syndrome.\textsuperscript{4,5} The ECG expression is also more pronounced in men with BrS, who have a higher percentage of spontaneous type-1 ECG pattern and greater ST-segment elevation than women.\textsuperscript{4} Excluding the potential effect of specific mutations, the distinct sex-related phenotype might be explained, at least in part, by constitutional differences in cardiac ion channel expression. In arterially perfused canine preparations, transient outward potassium (\(I_{\text{to}}\)) current density of right ventricular epicardium, and time constant for inactivation are significantly larger in male than in female samples.\textsuperscript{6} This induces greater transmural and epicardial dispersion of repolarization in males, which facilitates the development of the Brugada-like ECG pattern and ventricular fibrillation.\textsuperscript{6} In the same canine model, sodium current (\(I_{\text{Na}}\)) amplitude is smaller in female samples, conferring a relative protection against hereditary sodium loss-of-function arrhythmias such as in the BrS.\textsuperscript{7} Similarly, constitutional differences in repolarizing currents, confirmed by numerous animal studies with females showing greater calcium current (\(I_{\text{CaL}}\)) and reduced potassium currents (\(I_{\text{Kr}}, I_{\text{Ks}}, I_{\text{Kf}}\)), provide an explanation for the longer QT intervals and greater susceptibility for long QT-related arrhythmias reported in women as compared to men.\textsuperscript{8}

Other factors might be involved in the gender-related differential clinical expression of ion channelopathies. The potential for a cardiac regulation by sex hormones has classically been advocated because the main gonadal steroids (androgen, estrogen, and progesterone) receptors can be found in the cardiac muscle and in isolated cardiac myocytes. Specifically, steroid hormone-responsive elements, particularly sensitive to testosterone, have been identified in genes such as \(\text{CACNA1C}\) (which encodes the L-type calcium channel) and \(\text{SCN5A}\) (which encodes the cardiac sodium channel), among others.\textsuperscript{9} Notably, investigation in this field has been mostly concentrated on the effects of sex hormones on duration of action potential and cardiac repolarization, providing significant insights into the differences in QT interval and susceptibility to QT-related arrhythmias between men and women, with androgens providing a protective effect mostly by an increase in repolarizing currents (\(I_{\text{Kr}}, I_{\text{Ks}}, I_{\text{Kf}}\)).\textsuperscript{5,9} Less is known about the effects of hormonal influence in early phases of myocardial repolarization, with potential interest for disorders such as BrS or early repolarization syndromes. A recent population study with healthy subjects shows that J-point and ST-segment elevation are greater in men than in women only after puberty.\textsuperscript{10}
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The inter-sex differences are no longer evident when comparing women and men under androgen-deprivation therapy for treatment of prostate cancer.10 These findings strongly support a role of testosterone in modulating early phases of ventricular repolarization. Consistent with this hypothesis, Matsuo et al described regression of the characteristic type-1 ECG pattern in 2 patients with BrS after surgical castration for prostate cancer.11 A more recent case has been reported in which diurnal ECG changes of a patient with BrS were associated with the circadian variation of circulating testosterone, with greatest ST-segment elevation and highest levels of testosterone at nighttime (especially around 2:00 AM).12 The effects of androgens on early phases of repolarization could be explained by their potential to increase net outward currents (mainly potassium), accentuate transmural and epicardial dispersion of repolarization, and potentially cause loss of the epicardial dome of the action potential, leading to ST-segment elevation and theoretically facilitating arrhythmia susceptibility. Of note, probably favored by the evident male predominance in all BrS populations, most investigations thus far have addressed the effects of testosterone, whereas the role of estrogens on early phases of repolarization has been scarcely described. Estrogens have been reported to downregulate Kv4.3 channel expression, an important component of Ito current, in other tissues such as the uterus myometrium,13 indicating their potential to reduce transmural and epicardial dispersion of repolarization and ST-segment elevation in the heart. However, the final clinical consequences of female sex-hormone modulation in patients with BrS remain largely unknown.

In their article published in Revista Española de Cardiología, Rodríguez-Manero et al, from the group of Pedro Brugada, provide new data in this regard by describing the clinical manifestations of BrS during pregnancy, a particular setting under relevant hormonal influence.14 Pregnancy induces well-described autonomic and hemodynamic changes, and a gradual and profound increase of estrogens and progesterone blood levels, with a marked drop of both hormones at the peripartum period. Previous information on the matter is anecdotal. Two independent cases of women with BrS have been reported in which pregnancy was complicated by electrical storm.15,16 The first occurred in a patient who electively discontinued chronic amiodarone therapy and required extra-corpooreal membrane oxygenation for stabilization, reintitation of antarrhythmic therapy, and emergent delivery of the neonate.15 The second was the case of a 22-year-old woman, 12 weeks pregnant and previously healthy, who presented with recurrent polymorphic ventricular tachycardia as the first manifestation of the BrS, and responded to intravenous isoproteorenol and subsequent quinidine.16 Based upon our limited understanding thus far, as previously discussed, it would seem that pregnancy and female hormone rise should not carry a particularly high risk in women with BrS. Therefore, the case reports’ authors speculated on the elevated testosterone levels secondary to estrogen-induced increase in sex hormone-binding globulin during pregnancy to explain their findings.15,16

In contrast to the previous available information, Rodríguez-Manero et al describe the clinical course of 104 women with BrS and a total of 219 pregnancies.14 The study, including one of the largest series of women with the syndrome, is certainly more likely to describe a more realistic picture of pregnancy outcomes in the BrS population. However, before drawing any conclusions, it is worth mentioning certain important limitations of the work. First, patients were retrieved from the global BrS database and included in the study on the basis of history of previous deliveries. This introduces a significant patient selection bias. Since the BrS was diagnosed in almost all patients after the pregnancy years (mean age at diagnosis 43.3 years, mean age at first pregnancy 24.9 years), those patients who could have had serious events during pregnancy (such as SCD) before the diagnosis of BrS was made were presumably missed and not included in the present analysis. Additionally, data on pregnancy course were collected by interview retrospectively, with the potential for missing or forgotten information when recalling events, in some instances many years after the pregnancy.

With these important limitations in mind, the study still shows a relatively benign course of pregnancy among women with BrS. Among the 104 women experiencing 219 pregnancies, 6 presented syncope (a total of 11 syncopal episodes), 2 had unspécific palpitations, and none had serious events such as ventricular fibrillation or SCD.14 There were no major events in the peripartum period. Of note, the incidence of syncope (5.7%) or palpitations (2%) described in the present BrS series does not differ from the actual rate described for normal pregnancies. However, the presence of syncope, a potential manifestation of ventricular arrhythmias, should always warrant further attention in patients with BrS. Close inspection of the results published by Rodriguez-Mañero et al indicates that a history of syncope during pregnancy did not provide any significant additional diagnostic or prognostic value in their series. All 6 patients with syncope during pregnancy also had syncopal episodes outside the setting of pregnancy, so the presence of symptoms during pregnancy by itself did not improve the diagnostic yield of the syndrome. However, it must be noted that in 3 patients the first syncopal episode occurred during pregnancy. The characteristics of such syncopal episodes are not available, so it is difficult to ascertain whether these could have propelled a specific cardiac investigation leading to an earlier diagnosis of the syndrome.

The presence of syncope during pregnancy did not seem to be related to worse outcome. All 6 patients with syncope during pregnancy had recurrent episodes after the delivery, and 4 of them received an implantable cardioverter defibrillator after complete risk stratification. None had major events during follow-up.14 Although the results do not show a prognostic implication, caution should be taken when drawing conclusions from a population with a small number of events. In fact, the low event rate reported for women with BrS has classically defied the identification of risk markers in this population.4 Consistently with previous data, Rodríguez-Mañero et al report that only 2 of the 104 patients in their series received an appropriate implantable cardioverter defibrillator shock during a mean follow-up of 298 days, with no other major events.14 However, because BrS is a genetic condition and thus presumably present since birth, not only follow-up events but all major events during a patient’s lifetime should be taken into consideration when assessing prognosis, including those that occurred prior to diagnosis. This notion is particularly pertinent in this series, since the diagnosis of BrS was mostly made many years after pregnancy. Four patients presented with SCD as the first symptom of the disease. One of them is also one of the patients who subsequently had an appropriate implantable cardioverter defibrillator shock during follow-up. This yields a total of 5 patients with major events in their lifetimes: SCD prior to diagnosis (n = 3), implantable cardioverter defibrillator shock in follow-up (n = 1), or both (n = 1). Importantly, all 5 patients had an uneventful pregnancy course.

Rodríguez-Mañero et al also provide some data on the pre-natal and post-natal course of infants from mothers with BrS, and who are thus potential carriers of the syndrome. This information is of potential relevance because ion channelopathies may underlie a non-negligible percentage of stillbirths and sudden infant deaths.17 Given the retrospective nature of the study, however, the authors give only a succinct description of events, including a total of 15 miscarriages among the 234 pregnancies and 1 sudden infant death at age 3 months among the 219 live-birth deliveries.14 The number of miscarriages is not particularly different from those expected in the general population, whereas the single episode of sudden infant death does not allow any definitive conclusion.
Without further data and with no genetic information available to confirm how many of these events occurred in affected babies, these results should be understood as merely observational. However, they do suggest that pre-natal death, at least, seems to be within the expected range for ordinary pregnancies.

In conclusion, the data by Rodríguez-Mañero et al suggest that pregnancy and the peripartum period can probably be negotiated safely in patients with BrS. These results seem to be in line with our current although limited understanding of the modulating role of sex hormones in ion channelopathies, where a female-hormone rise would not be expected to particularly increase the arrhythmic risk in an early repolarization disorder such as BrS. Of course, pregnancy induces important changes other than hormonal, including sympathetic activation and independent sinus tachycardia, which could potentially exert a protective role in patients with BrS, whose phenotype is known to be under autonomic and chronotropic regulation. Importantly, although consistent with these hypotheses, the results by Rodríguez-Mañero et al must be put into perspective along with the limitations of their work. In fact, some of the findings, especially because of the incomplete data due to the retrospective nature of the study, open up the possibility to other interpretations. Rodríguez-Mañero et al report a relatively low rate of symptomatic patients (5.7%), and within the expected range reported for normal pregnancies. However, given that women with BrS are usually asymptomatic throughout their lifetime, and taking into account that pregnancy lasts only 9 months, the event rate could be higher if not all syncopal events were characteristically neuromediated. Because of this and the other important study limitations discussed earlier, especially those concerning the patient selection bias, a prospective validation of the results by Rodríguez-Mañero et al is warranted before drawing any definite conclusions. Such validation should ideally recruit a cohort of BrS women, including probands and all those identified during family screening, and prospectively collect detailed information on symptoms (including exhaustive data on the characteristics and number of syncopal episodes) and potential ECG fluctuations during the pregnancy and the postpartum periods. In the meantime, the study by Rodríguez-Mañero et al provides initial data suggesting an overall benign pregnancy course and peripartum period in women with BrS. This is an important message to transmit to our patients of childbearing age.
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